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CHAPTER I 

STATEMENT OF PROBLEM AND PROCEDURE 

Th.e development of the ability to think effectively is surely a 

central purpose though not the sole purpose of all education in a 

democracy •1 Based on this belief, this study is an a ttempt to explore 

possible behaviors involved in thinking. 

Democracy is based on the assumption that the individuals within 

it are capable of thinking and will do so to the best of their ability. 

The individual citizen is frequently confronted with controversial ideas 

i'rom which he must choose. He is constantly faced with new problems to 

be solved and his ability to make wise decisions detennines the strength 

of the democracy. 

American educators have long recognized the development of the 

individual's ability to think effectively as a desirable and important 

educa tional objective. However, the conscious effort made to realize 

this goal has been limited. Present day educational trends reveal that 

this objective is presently receiving new empha sis. 

The a ssimila tion of knowledge is not sufficient for effective citi-

zenship in today's world. As the volume of knowledge has increased 

rapidly , it has become impossible for a student to store in his memory 

all the pertinent facts need-ed for daily living. Too, students are 

1Educational Policies Commission,. "The Central Purpose of American 
Education, 11 National &iucation Association Journal, September, 1961, 
pp . lJ-16. 
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involved in a. society in which there is rapid and unpredictable change. 

They must be prepared to solve problems which are yet unknownQ· 

In 1961, the Educational Policies Commission of the l\lBA stated; 

'Ihe purpose which runs through and strengthens all other 
educational purposes - the common threaA of education - is 
the development of the ability to think. This is the central 
purpose to which the school must be oriented if it is to 
accomplish either its traditional tasks or those newly 
accentuated by recent changes in the uorld .. 2 

2 

Home economies educators have a. dual responsibil!ty in the develop ... 

ment of' the individual's ability to think effectively. First, they must 

guide students, the future teachers o.f home economics, in ~e develop

ment of their ow individual abilities to think effectively. Second, 

they must help these future teachers recognize and meet t..he challenge of 

furthering the development of thinking in their ow students. 

The students who are now in sec.ondary se.11001 will. in a very short 

time, be the leaders of our democracyo They will be making decisions 

1,jhicb. ef:t ect not only the immediate members of their families but the 

world-wide collllllunity as well. Unless the school helps to develop their 

individual ability to think effectively, it is doubtful that this ability 

will be achieved. to the mrudmu.m extent by all students., 

Background For Present Study 

In recognition of the importance of' developing each indi Vidual • s 

ability to think effectively,, a. national group of home economics eduoa ... 

tors met in April of 1959. They discussed possibilities of a co-operative 

study concerned idt.h cri.tical thinking in home economics education. In 

December of the same year, some of the members of the group decided to 

2 . Ibid.,,, p. 16. 
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explore independently the Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal. 

( This is a standardized instrument designed to m~sure ability to think 

critically. It is ref erred to hereafter as WGCTA.) These explorations 

ware an attempt to determine if WGCTA might be one means of evaluating 

critical thinking within the area of home ,economies education. 

In 1960, some of the members of th,;; s·~a:tf of t.!le Home Economics 

Education Department at Oklahoma State University sponsored a study 

. concerned with e~luation of growth in critical thinking) It involved 

the use of the WGGTA to determine if this instrument measured student 

growth which occurred during the course, 11Methods 0£ Teaching Homemaking". 

The WGCTA was administered at the beginning o-f' the course and a.gain at 

the end of the course, eighteen weeks later. The findings based on the 

pretest and post-test scores indicated no significant gain or loss in 

ability to think critically during this length of time. 

Additional data were collected by Hedger during 1961. A.t that time 

the WGCTA. was administered wen the students began their pro.f'essional 

home economics education courses and again when they finished their 

professional block,. The mini.mum length of time involved three or four 

semesters. Even though the testing covered a longer length of time, the 

scores again indicated no significant gain or loss in ability to think 

ei'f ecti vely. 

As a result of these investigations, the need for clarification of 

critical thinking as related to home economics educe. tion was recognized. 

This is the baekground f'rom which the present study developed. 

)Emma Catherine Lawson and June Cozine, ttA Pilot Study to Determine 
ii' the Watson ... Gla:ser Critical Thinking Appraisal can be used to Measure 
the Growth (in Critical Thinking in Particular) vihich Oecurs in the 
Course, Methods of Teaching Homemaking,n (typed material, Department -of 
Home Economics Education, Oklahoma State University, 1960) •. 



Statement of Problem 

This study is an att,empt to identify some important behaviors of 

effective thinking as related to home economics education and to explore 

the extent to v.tlich the 0fa tson-Glaser Gri tical Thinking Appraisal eval-

uates these behaviors. 

There were two general objectives for the study. The first one was 

to identify important behaviors involved in thi.rtldng related to home 

· economics education.. The second objective was t.o determine the extent 

to 1bich the Watson.-Gla.ser Critical Thinking Appraisal evaluates these 

behaviors. 

'I'he achievement of the second objective included four more specific 

objectives; namely: 

1,. 'I'o review behaviors that ~~GCTA measures. 

2. 1'o compare these behaviors •11.rith those identified as important 
in home economics education. 

:,. To determine what insight can be gained by analyzing HGCTA 
scores. 

4. 'l'o compare hfGCTA ratings ·with teacher and student ratings. 

Definition of Terms 

'rhe following general terms have been used throughout the study and 

have been interpreted to have the following meanings. 

EP'FECTIVE 'I"tlTI.~KING - the mental process of arriving at decision from 

indecision by means of a thorough examinc1.tion of relevant evidence 

and relationships. 

,E_DUCATI.QN - the reconstruction of experiences \mich brings about changes 

in behaviors,. 

EDUCJl.'ID.RS - leaders in the field of education. 
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HOME ECONOMICS - "The field of knowledge and service primarily concerned 

t111.th strengthening family life ••.• '*4 

HQr-'lE ECONOMICS EDUC~ ... those college courses on an undergraduate 

level which are conoerned with the professional preparation of home 

economics teachers. 

liQM! ECONOMICS EDUCATORS - leaders in the field of home economics education. 

Procedure 

The initial step in the study was to identify the problem. A review 

0£ literature and research related to thinking iras then made. This 

served as a basis .for gaining a background for the study and knowledge 

of what has been done and is being done in the study of thinking. This 

review was also the means f'or obtaining Viewpoints of home economics 

educators and other educators regarding important behaviors involved in 

the nature of thinking. These Viewpoints in turn provided the basis for 

identifying important behaviors of thinking in home economics education. 

The WGCTA and various articles concerned with the use and analysis 

of it were reviewed to identify the behaviors measured. The behaviors 

measured by t'iJGCTA were compared to behavio.rs identified as important in 

home economics education in order to determine their consistency. 

The ii'JGCTJI. Form Am was administered to a total of twenty-four subjects 

at two different periods. 1'he scores made on this instrument uere ana.-

lyzed in view of changes which took place between the first and second 

testing and possible strengths and weaknesses ,of the group. 

A teacher rating device was developed on the basis of behaviors 

4Dorothy Scott, et al .. , Y,om_! ~,gonomi .. c~, ~ Directions (Washington, 
19.59), p. 4. 
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of effective thinking identified from the viewpoints of home economics 

educators and other educators.. '1'.he college supervisors in home economics 

ed.u.cation rated the subjects they had supervised during student teaching 

as to their tendency to think effectively. 

Conferences were held with the individual students vmo took the 

IFJGCTJ\.., During these conferences an attempt was made to briefly discuss 

effective thinking in terms of possible behaviors., Also an effort was 

made to obtain the students I opinion concerning their tendencies to think 

effectively, the possible growth in their ability to think effectively 

and their possible strengths and weaknesses in this area. 

The data, which were then analyzed and arranged in 1riritten form, 

served as a basis for the conclusions dratiin and recommendations made .. 



CHAPTER II 

PRE.SEJJT DAY VIEi!S OF 11UNIC!JJG 

Psychologists, parents, teachers, and others, view thinking .from 

different points of view.. Thus, the term may be interpreted in many 

different ways. 'l'his is an attempt to bring together some of the present 

ideas of thinking in order to establiS:h the framework upon vihich this 

study is based. 

:rerms Describing Thinking 

Some of the confusion surrot1n.ding thinklng is due to the various 

descriptive terms that ha.ve been used to define ite Problem-s9ly-in-15 

is one such term that is used frequently i..n the area of home economics .. 

The close association of prohle..r;i-solving and thinking is indicated by 

the following definition<) r"l'hinking is finding for oneself the best 
C: 

answer to f:J, problem.a.I Ifore recently a group of home economic educ:.i.tors 

have viewed problE>.m-solving as only one aspect of thinking intelligently~ 

'111ey further feel that problem-solving involves certain specific a.bill-

ties defined as, recognizing and defining problems, selecting pertinent 

information, recognizing unstr1ted assumptions, inventing :md evaluating 

6 hypotheses, and drawing and judging valid conclusions. Problem-solving 

.5rvol Spafford, Fund.t:tmentals ir!, '~eilqhi_p_g Horne Economics (New Y'ork, 
1942) 11 p .. ll{6,, 

6t1orne,_ (Learning) Exoeriences 1n the Horne Economics Prqgram) Depart
ment of Home Economics Education in cooperation t;lith the State of 
Hinnesot:i Department of Education (University of lJfinnesot~~) JI 18., 

7 
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has been a term in the home economics vocabulary for some time and is 

still being usedo 

Decision-making is another term related to thinking that is also 

commonly used in home economics and particularly in regard to the study 

of management. Two leaders in this area. have likened decision-making to 

genuine choice making, and have furthP.J:" defined it as a process i1hich 

involves II seeking alternatives, thinking through the consequences of 

these alternatives, ~md selecting one of the alternativesH ,,7 

Q!-1,tic~. :!?,m,nking is at present a widely used dE1scriptive ten11 of 

thinking., Peterson closely relates critical thinking to problem-solving 

by defining the former as 11 the process by which problems are solved 

effectively and satisfactorily for the individuals involved" ... 8 Other 

hoi:ne economics educators have defined critical thinking as "that type 

of th.inking which involves critical appraiscil of solutions n9 
• .. 0 • 

Russell h.?.s said that critical t.hinking 0 is a logic:al ex:amina.tion of daui 

which avoids fallacies and ,judgments on an emotional b-1sis only11 .lO 'I'his 

term tends to emphasize judg:11ent or evaluation concerned with the reli-

ahili t;y of a solution .. 

£tea ti ve .:t:h.,inki~ is another of the more recent terms used to 

describe thinking. It has been defined as 11 that type of thinking that 

?rrma H. Gross and Elizabeth Walbert Crandall" ~.:.:1!..~elllen! fot [odern 
Families (New York, 1954) 11 p. 20. 

Q 

vBernadine H. Peterson, 11Problem Solving in Home 1:<:conomics, 11 Journal 
2£ Home. Economics, LV. (March, 1963), P• 179. 

9Mary Elizabeth Noore and Letitia ~ualsh, Hfacts Versus F'eelings in 
Family Life Education, u Illinois ,ll)flCh~ 2f. Home Economic~, VI (September, 
1962) I ))" 

101).avid Russell, Hfilgher 1".lental Processes,n @CJ'Clopooia :2f Educa .. 
tional Research, ed., Chester Harris (3rd ed .. , New York, 1960), p. 651. 
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is associated with the occurrenc.e of new relationships discovered by an 

individual; new hunches or insights into the inner relations or arrange-

. t f ,.., .bl it . t· II 11 FI th J,. • - . t b :men s o a p .. o · em s llit J.on • ere, ·. e empl1c.1s1.s appears o e on 

originality or the creation of something new. Since this activity irould 

usually, if not necessarily, involve an ti.ct of judgment, cre2_ ti ve 

thinking and critical thinking would also seeni to be closely related., 

Rega.rd.less of the various terms used, the mental process used 

apparently remains the same. Thus, tr.riters using di.:f'f'erent terms seem 

to ref er to the same basic process with nm.jor diff eren.ces being the 

emphasis within that process. 

In view of the various terms frequently used to describe thinking, 

the writer prefers the term, effective thinki,ng. '!'his term too is 

presently being widely used,. It has been used in the title of one of 

the recent books, Education!££ Effective 1binking, ~fuich has been 

referred to by home economics edu.cators and others.12 The definition 

used for the term throughout this study is the one given in Chapter I.. 

This is believed to be a comprehensive term which emphasizes lfhigh 

quali ty11 thinking to meet specific situations. It is viewed as being 

representative of such terms as problem-solving, decision-making, 

critical thinking, and creative thinking. 

'Ihe Thin.ldng Process 

From all indications., thinking is a eomple._x mental process. It 

appears that the basic behaviors of this process are limited and that a 

lll'Jloore and frJalsh., p., 8. 

12uiii:n. A. Burton, R. B .. Kimball., and R. L. Wing, Education !2£, 
Effective Thinking (New York, 1960). 



basic thinking process does occur. However, the elements o!' thinking 

(experience, knowledge, readiness, etc.} are many.. Furthermore, eaah 
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individual problem is unique due to differences in tbe situation and the 

individual involved,. Thus, the variation of the basic behaviors within 

the basic process seem unlimited. Russell. states it this way. flThirudng 

is a process rather than a fixed state. It involves a sequence of ideas 

moving from some beginning, through some sort of pattern of relation

ships, to some goal or conclusion. 1113 

It would seem that one must indeed be cautious in referring to lb& 

.steps of thinking or~ order in which these steps occur. 'Ihe process 

o! thinking appears to be a subtle one, the pattern of which can and does 

shift rapidly and unpredictably. Al though behaviors have been identified 

for purposes of analysis, in reality it is believed that thinking is a 

continuous and unified proeess. Ef'fective thinking frequently includes 

errors and guesses and refuses to be reduced to a :formula. 

Factors Ll'l.fluenoing Thinking 

Of interest to educators is the relationship of one's ability to 

think to various other .factors.. 'lb.res factors which appear to be related 

to and which seem to influence thinking ability are intelligence, subject 

matter knowledge, and attitudes. 

Intelligence has been frequently regarded by many as synonymous to 

thinking.. However, research fails to find support for this idea. Glaser 

did a. comprehensive experiment concerned with proposals for teaching 

critical thinking. He attempted to develop techniques for stimulating 

lJDavid Russell, Children• s 'Ihinking (Boston, 19.56), p. 27,. 
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growth in critical thinking, to find t·1a:ys of ew1lua ting this growth and 

to determine relationships existing between cri ticc1.l thinking and other 

factors .. He reported only moderate positive correlation between intelli

gence and ability to think effectively. ll} Other investigators have 

reported positive but even lo:rnr correlations.. Thus intelligence seems 

to be considered by various workers in the field to be only one of the 

factors in the ability to think. Studies have also indicated that most 

people do not think to their mai<-1.mum capacity,. 

'Ihe findings from several studies have shown that knowledge }Ji thin 

a particular field is conducive, if not necessary for qualit,y thinking 

in that field,. A study concerned with the problem-solving processes of 

college students was done by Bloom and Broder~ Th.ey found that: 

In t..his general area the outstanding difference between the 
successful and the nonsuccess:ful problem-solvers t·m.s not, as 
might have been expected, a difference in the amount of relevtmt 
knowledge possessed by the two groups. The major difference 
rrms in~ extent,!&.~~~ groups could bring~ 
relevant !<nowled~e t.bey wssessed ~ ~ .2!2. ~ probleruQ Often 
the nonsuccessful students had within their grasp all the back
ground and technical inf orina. tion necessary for the solution of 15 
& problem but were unable to apply the knowledge to the problemQ 

Thus, it is indicated that knowledge in a subject matter field is 

important in t..l'.ie ability to do effective thinking but in no way does it 

assure tha.t the knowledge will be effectively applied to a specific 

probla.111 .. 

Attitudes may well be a greater factor in effective thinking tha,n 

has generally been realized .. Bloom and Broder in the study previously 

referred to found significant differences in attitudes befaveen good and 

14Ee M. Glc"'.lser., An_ E;cperiment in the Development 9.£. Q.r,itic~ 
Jhinking (New York~ 191+9). 

l.5Benjamin s. clloom and Lois J .. Broder, Proble.11-~olvinu; Processes 
£! College .fil,,."ll9epts (Chicago., 1950), P~ 27" 
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poor problem solvers,. One difference ·was their general attitude to,;ircard 

the solution., 16 Dewey seemed to feel that 2.n attitude of suspended 

judgment might well be the difference between good and bad t..hinking. He 

st&.ted th,Jt "ref1ecti-,le think:i:n.g ., " • 1,1ea11s judgment suspended during 

further inquiry., and suspense is likely to be somed::w:c p~infule al? 

Du:rto:n., in attempting to stress the import;:ince of attitudes in thh1king, 

h2.s listed t.'lose which he considers necessary for good thinking as 

including 11 .. ., G tntellectual curiosity, i.utellectual honesty, objec-

tivity, intelligent skepticism, open .. mindedness, conviction of oause-2.nd-

ef.f ect relationships, disposi tiion to be syste1w1 tic, I::Lexibili t:y, persist

ence, and decisiveness 0 • 18 1'eachers can likely do much to promote 

critical thinking b;/ recognizing the i11.flu.ence of attitudes oh thinking 

and helping students develop those :most conducive to effective t,.J,.inking. 

Present Rese:;i.:cch Concerned with 'thinking 

'Thinking; was first ldentifiEKl as a pu:cely logical pr.:,cess$ This 

idec:t is no longe:c prevalent. Thinking has also been approached from a 

philosos)hical vi21;1point tJhich relied on theory unsupported by sound 

;;."esearch. ;Juch approaches Iaay 1;.rell represent the ideal rather than the 

actual beh.:.:tvior-s involved. The general approach for t.he study of thinking 

h&s now become one which emphasizes the actual process of' thinking, 

rather than the product. 

'Il:n:-ae long tarm studies concerned wl th th,3 process of thinking, and 

currently in progress, are :)f sp0cial interest. A Cog11ition Project is 

• 30-31 .. 

l'?,John Dewey, lliU:! ~ T'aink (Bonton, 1910), pp .. 12-13. 

18-R t tr· ' · l"l · d ···:· · "68 ...,ur on,. .c,:tmoa . .an LUX.1g, p .. ,.. ' .. 
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in process at Harvard University. Here an attempt is being made to 

describe the actual behavior that occurs when an organism takes advan-

tage of past learning in attempting to deal with and master present new 

problems.19 

The development of inquiry skills of fifth grade children is the 

point of emphasis in studies in Inquiry Training a t the University of 

Illinois. Preliminary analysis of results of three pilot studies suggest: 

••• inquiry skills cannot be successfully taught to this age 
group as an isolated content area. 'The major focus in elemen-
tary science education should remain the content rather than the 
methods of science. Inquiry training and abundant opportunity 
to attain new concepts through inquiry. however. seem to produce 
increments in the understanding of content as well as an 
important new grasp of the scientific method and proficiency 
in its use.20 

The Illinois Critical 'thinking Project is one of the more recent 

large scale attempts to teach critical thinking. Instructional materials 

were developed and designed to develop critical thinking abilities. 

Teachers were taught how to use these. The results include, wide dif-

f erences among students of different teachers with respect to improve-

ment in critical thinking. Due to the lack of technique for describing 

and measuring what the teachers actually did• the experimenters refrained 

from conclusions. A method of categorizing the logical operations of 

thinking as it occurs in the classroom has now been devised. An a ttempt 

is to be made to see if change in critical thinking can be associated 

with changes in logical character of classroom behavior.21 

19Jerome Bruner, 11Learning and Thinking," Harvard Educational 
Review, XXIX (Spring, 1959), pp. 184-192. 

20Richard Suchman, "Inquiry Training in the Elementary Schools," 
Science Teacher, November, 196o, p. 47. 

21B. Othanel Smith, "Critical Thinking," .American Association of 
Colleges !:2£. Teacher Education 13th Yearbook (1960), pp. 84-96. -
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As a result of such studies educators can expect to gain new 

information about thinking. This infonnation should test present 

theories of thinking and/or help to develop new ones. Tyler has stated: 

The role of basic research in education, as in other 
professional fields, is to develop and test theories. 
Theory, then, provides a basis for explaining what is going 
on in education and furnishes a sensible guide for the 
invention of more effective educat~~nal practices and the 
construction of helpful materials. 

Research in the area of thinking as well as in other areas of 

education can be expected to continually furnish new knowledge. This 

knowledge can help educators better understand their goals as well as 

their achievement toward these goals. In the meantime, it is necessary 

that the best possible use be made of knowledge now available. 

22.Ralph Tyler, "Specific Contributions of Research to Education," 
Theory 1.!l!:2, Practice, I (April, 1962), p. 80. 



IDEl~TIFICATION OF BEHAVIORS OF THINKING 

Hany educators have come to ;1,ccept the behaviors exhibited as the 

most reliable guide for determining the extent to tihich 8,ctual learning 

has taken phwe.. Behaviors help to cl:irif;y objectives~ They ;1lso serve 

as a basis for evaluating the e:J1~ter1t to w:h:tch specific objectives are 

act11r:11ly being achieved. According to French: 

The more specific we can be about behaviors we desire <B • .s results 
of teaching, the more probable it is that we have made it 
possible for te;i,chers to identify some evidence, e;i}her direct 
or indirect, of behavioral competence in students.;::;-' 

'I'heref'ore, it hrould seem that by identifying specific behaviors involved 

in the process of thinking., teachers would be better able to help students 

in developing the ability to do effective thinking. This chapter is an 

attempt to identify the specific behaviors involved in effective thinking 

as viewed by a selected group of educEtors .. 

The procedure for identifying importfl.nt behc::.lliors of' thinking as 

related to home economics education was to revieH and analyze relevant 

literature. As this analyza tion ·t;~.$ coming to a conclusion, the :writer 

discovered that a comparnble procedure had been used by Ennis as the 

first step in the development of a concept of critical thinking., 2'·} Thus, 

the writer was encouraged as to the reliability of this procedure., 

23Uill French, edo, Beha,vioral Q.Q.?cls 2f. General Education In !j:igh 
School (New York, 19.57), P• 36. 

2L~R.obert Ennis, l!A Concept of Critical Thinking, 11 Harv~rd Educational 
Review~ XXXII (t,Jinter, 1962), pp .. 81-111~ 

15 
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Explanation of Sources For Identifying Behaviors 

In determining sources to be used, leaders in the field of education 

were selected whose ideas have been widely used by home economists, as 

well as other professional groups, who have attempted to explore the 

area of thinking. The following is an identification and brief explana-

tion of each educational source which was selected for analysis as to 

possible behaviors involved in thinking. 

The intellectual abilities and skills listed by Bloom are in a 

taxonomy in which a group of educators classify educational objectives 

in the form of expected student behaviors. There is an effort made to 

arrange behaviors in the order of simple to most complex with the behav

iors being placed in the most complex class appropriate.25 

The behaviors listed by Bloom and Broder are from an exploratory 

investigation of problem-solving processes of college students. '!he 

authors studied the process of thinking by a means of introspection in 

which students attempted to think aloud as they solved test items. The 

statements of the students were recorded and later analyzed to identify 

characteristics of the "thinking process".26 

The behaviors given by Burton are from a recent book, the major aim 

of which " ••• is to give teachers an introduction to what it means 'to 

think' and to some of the processes through which the thinking of students 

may be improved." An attempt is also made to describe the thinking 

process, giving due reference to logic, and to discuss thinking in various 

2'Benjamin s. Bloom, ed., Taxonomy of F.ducational Objectives (New 
York, 1956). 

26 
Bloom and Broder. 
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curricular areas with emphasis on 11 everyday thinkingn. 27 

'l''he behaviors given by Dre~,sel and lYLay.hew are from the report of the 

Cooperative Study of Evaluation in General Education sponsored by the 

American Coun.cil of Education. It represents work of leading educators 

and the classroom teachers of rdneteen schools. 'l'he por'Gion ref erred to 

was the basis for the •rest of Critical Thinking, an iri.strument presently 

. l bl f · t ..:i • · h · 28 avai a· e ,_or use J.n s :uuying group c. anges~ 

The steps in problem sol Vi.ng identified by Russell are from a book 

which is specifically concerned vri th children I s t.};ii.nking. .However, the 

content is broadly a.ppl:tcable to the general study of th:tnki:ng regardless 

of' the r,ge level involved., One purpose of this book, especially appro-

priate to this study 1aas II .. . .. to present a possible structure, espe-

cially from a, developmental view, for the psychology- of thinking~ 

The aspects of thinking as identified by Smi t.h and 'f.yler are from 

the I~ig,.11t Year Study of Evaluation sponsored by the Progressive Education 

.Assocfation v:rith thirty cooperG.ting schools.. This was one of the first 

attempts to reduce educatio:nul objectives :i.nto actual behaviors.. Leaders 

of this group were some of the first to work wi. th home economists as 

. . . . . . '.. . . . . . 30 they 1mt1.ated stucnes m t.'h.1.s areB .• 

These sources .not only represent ideas of recognized leaders in the 

field of educa.tion, but for the most part also represent the idea.s of 

27Burton, Kimball, and Wing, pp. viii-ix .. 

28Paul L. Dressel and Lewis B. Mayhew, General Education: Ep;plora
tions in Evaluation (Washin.gtonJ 19.54), pp. 174-207 .. ~~----~~-

29Russell, Children's Thinking, p. v., 

JO:a;., Smith and R. 'fyler, Adventures in American Edueatj.on: Aperaising 
ang Recording Student Progress(ffew ~York,1942).-- .· 
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many professional individuals working together as groups. 

The ideas from the education sources cited have been equally appli-

cable to all subject matter areas. The home economics education sources 

selected, represent the ideas of various home economists as they have 

attempted to adapt the basic ideas of these educators to the specific 

field of home economics. 

'lhe authors of three of the major textbooks used for the professional 

preparation of teachers are among the home economists who have expressed 

their views as to the aspects involved in thinking. 'lhese professional 

home economics educators are Hall and Paolucci,31 Spafford,32 and 

Williamson and Lyle.33 The publishing dates of these books represent 

the present and past two decades. It is interesting to note that the 

· terms used for thinking are, beginning with the oldest book, sound 

thinking, problem-solving, and critical thinking. The major concern of 

each of these texts is suggested methods of teaching. 

Gross and Crandall are leading authorities in home management, a 

specific area within home economics which is greatly involved in the 

area of thinking. To many home economists, management and decision-

making are other terms used to define thinking. These authors have 

identified the steps of decision-making as an integral part of the large 

over-all mental process of management. 34 

JlOlive A. Hall and Beatrice Paolucci, Teaching~ Economics (New 
York, 1961), PP• 232-240. 

32spafford, pp. 146-147. 

3~ude Williamson and Mary Stewa.rt Lyle, Homemaking Education 1!l 
~ ~ School (New York, 19.54), p. 129. 

34aross and Crandall, pp. 16-20. 
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The other three home economics sources represent the ideas of many 

professional home economists involved in group work concerned with 

thinking. The views of home economics educators involved in a state 

project on the secondary education level are expressed in A~ f2!: 

Planning ~ Homemaking Program for Maine Schools)5 Views on a national, 

professional level are expressed in a pamphlet, concerned with Teaching 

Processes 2£. Thinking in Homemaking Education.36 The Home Economics 

Education Branch of the United States Office of Education has published 

a series of four pamphlets designed to assist educators in utilizing the 

research approach in improving school practices in homemaking programs.37 

Research is seen by many home economists as one other term for thinking 

with emphasis upon scientific methods an~ thoroughness. Thus, this 

reference has been included as an indirect source of behaviors of 

thinking. In each of these three references, the major emphasis concern-

ing the thinking process is from the viewpoint of possible methods for 

teaching others. 

The education and home economics sources combined represent the 

ideas of many educators as to aspects of thinking that are basic to all 

subject matter areas and the adaptation of these basic ideas to a specific 

subject matter field by home economists. 

35! Guide 1£?£ Planning ~ Homemaking Program f2!. Maine Schools, 
Department of Education, Division of Vocational Education (Augusta, 
1959). 

J6Elizabeth Simpson and Louise Lemmon, Teaching Processes of 
Thinking !!l Homemaking Education, Department of Home Economics, National 
Education Association (Washington, 1959). 

37sel.ma Lippeatt, Adventuring!!! Research.!£. Improve School Practices 
!!! Homemaking Programs - An Individual Approach, United States Department 
of Health, Education, and Welfare (Washington, 1956). 
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Presentation and Comparison of Behaviors 

From the review of selected literature, elements involved in 

thinking, as identified by the various sources were placed in table form. 

The elements of thinking as seen by the educators are listed in Table I, 

page 21. Home economics education sources are listed in Table II, 

page 22. By this means a framework was obtained for comparing the 

various views. The listings represent direct quotes with the exception of 

statements by Smith and Tyler which have been condensed for the purpose 

of brevity. 

As can be seen by viewing Table I, most of the educators have 

approached the thinking process from the viewpoint of behaviors and 

abilities. One exception is Russell who identified instead, the possible 

steps of thinking. Some of the educators refer to more general abilities 

while others refer to more specific behaviors. 

In Table II, it can be seen that home economics educators have 

emphasized the steps within the thinking process. One exception is the 

ident:tfic:ation cf processes of thL'lking from the pamphlet published by 

the Department of Home Economics of the National Education Associatio7:1. 

These processes of thinking refer indirectly to behaviors of thinking. 

It is interesting to note that though the combined sources contaln dif

ferent descriptive terms for thinking and vary in the degree of detail 

concerning the steps 1n the thinking process, still there appears to be 

close agreement as to actual aspects of thinking. 

Perhaps the greatest difference between Table I and Table II is the 

viewpoint from which thinking is approached. The education sources 

selected are primarily concerned w1. th exploring the thinking process and 

its characteristics. Most of the home economics education sources have 



TABLE I 

ELEMENTS OF THINKING AS IDENTIFIED 13Y LEADERS IN'"'l'HE'FIEIJY OF EDUCATION 

_fil.OJ)/)8 
Intellect.u.;.1 Abilities 

a_:ld_Ski}l_§_ 

. .. El.Om: & 3?.0DE?.39 BURTOl~ et al. 40 D.~ESSEL Ar:D M.AY"n~ .. fl-1 lills~EI.J., 42 · Sf-!IT"rl NiP TI."LE.1t43 
D1..1fere:-:i~~s Found in ?:-oble:n- 3eha'\r"iors of Effective Brief List of Critical :· Steps ;..!hich Ji.a:Y Occur in Aspects and Behaviors 

Solv:1.r.5 Processes Thinking: T'ninking Abilit:i..Jt!!____ -~-~- the· Thi.'lking Process of_ Thinking 
Cm.:?REE~;sroi;; 

•• refers to the type of 
under.standing or appreb_ension 
such t..'l.a t the individual 
knows "-'hat 1.s being commu..'ll.ca
ted and can make ·use of the 
material or idea • • • 

APPLICJ..Tim.; 
The use of' abstractions in 

particular and concrete 
situations 

ANJ.i.YSIS 
The breakdown oi' a comnr.mica.

tion into its constituent 
elements or ua.:rt.s such t.."12 t 
the relE.tive· hierarchy of 
idea·s is made cl·ear and/ or 
the relationship between the 
ideas express.ad ar·e made 
explicit 

SYK'IEF.515. 
The :putting together of 

elements and parts so as to 
form a ·whole 

EVALUATION 
Judgments about t.be val\le of 

materials and methods for · 
. g:i.ven purposes 

JB--uoom, ed., pp. 204-207. 

UI-:DE.:ZS T.Mmr:m OF 'IH'E !~A TL!RE OF 
'ffiE PR.031]:1 

.Ability to start "'Qle problem 
(cornoi:-ehension cf directions) 

Abilit,Y to. understand the 
specific J?roblem preseri.tecl 

UlmE?.STAt,DIKG OF 'JSE IDEAS CON
TAliED IN 'lHE PiWEL~·; 

Ability to bring rele·,,-e.nt 
knowledge to bear on the 
problem 

Ability to comprehend t."1-JE!: ideas 
in the form present.ad :L,;. the 
problem 

G:Ei)ERAL APPROACH TO T?.E SOLU
TION OF .PP.DEW-~ 

Extent. of thought about the 
problem 

Care and syste:n in thinking 
about the problem 

Ability to follow t..11.roug."'1. on a 
process of reasoning . 

A TTITIJDE 10\IAP.D '.l?.E SOLUTION OF 
P?.031.31-'.S . 

.Attitude -tc,;.•c..rd reasoning 
Confidence in ability to solve 

nrobler.:s 
L·,iroCuction of nersonal con

siderations ini:.o problem
solvi.."'lg 

39EJ.oom and ilroder, pp. 106-109. 

"°Burton, Kimball, and Wing, pp. 267-268. 

41Dressel and Mayhew, pp. 179-lBo. 

·--42Russell, Chilaren 1 s ~' PP• 15-16 • 

. 4JSmit.h and :lyler, pp. JB-l29. 

.Recognizes and defines problems, 
ic.enti.f'ies :issues 

Formulates, extends· a:'ld 
. verifies ieasi"t>le .hypotheses 

C01J.ects, selects, or selec
~vely recalls relevant data, 
differentiates between 
reliable and U."l?'eliable 
sources, between iac tual. 
and nonfactual sources 

Recognizes reliable ~xp~r-i-ll!ents 

Draws reasonable inferences 
regarding cal,l.Se and effect, 
logical ir,jplication, va:µd 
generalization, reliable 
nredic tion and accurate 
description · 

Recogr-.dzes 2.nd evaluates 
iir.plici t assu.-nptions, useS 
postula"tional arg'.ime."'lts 
logically, recognizes 
relevant yalue s-sst.ems and 
uses t.he.rl ·reasonab~ 

Recognizes errors and fallacies 

Cornes to decisions or concl,.u
sfons, tests them, applies 
them to pertinent si tua. tions 

Applies semantic principl.es to 
language e.."lployed 

The ability to define a problem 

Th~~:;;;:o:;a i6~1:; !~~!~:t-
. of a problem 

The ability to recognize stated 
and unstated aSsumptions 

The ability to i'orrnul.ate and 
select relevant and prori
ising hypotheses 

The ability to draw conclusions 
validly ar.d . to judge the 
validity of inferences 

The child I s environment stimu
. lates mental activity 

The orientation or ini:t,i.al 
direction of the ·thinki..""lg 
is established 

The search for related -ma
teriaJ.s take place 

T.here is a patterning of various 
ideas into some hypothesis 

. or tentative conclusion 

The deliberative, or critical, 
part of the thinking pro_cess 
is developed 

: Tne conclUO.ing stage of the 
thinking process takes place 
when the hypothesis. selected 
above is subjected. to the · 
test of use 

INTERPRETATION OF DATA 
- PerceiVing relationships in 

data 
Recognizing· limit.a tions of 

data 

APPLICATIOl, OF PRiiiCIPLES. OF 
SCIENCE 

Selecting probable ~tion 
or prediction applicable to 
the 5i tua tion 

Justifying the explanation 
through the use .cf. sc1ence 
principles and sound 
reasoning 

APPLICATION OF PIDCIPLES OF 
. IDGICAL IIBASO!IING 

Examining logical structure or 
argument and applying prin
ciples of 'logical. reasoning 

Distinguishing between logical 
. . and illogical conclusions 

.· Isolating signi!icant. el~nts 
~ecognizing application of · 

logical principles , 

.NA'.!1JRE OF, ,PROOF" 
Disposition· to analyze proofs 

critically 
Recognizing ba."sic assuiaptions 
Recognizing .need. for further 

data 
Determining validity or aSswu.p-

tions · 
!l.ecognizing fruitful ways for 

further ·study ,. 
Accepting or rejecting as!NIDp,,,. 

tions tentatively · : 
Recognizing need. !or recon- , 

sideration with nav data 

N 
i-' 



TABLE II 

ELEMENTS OF ,.THINKING ;AS IDENTIFIED -BY HOME ECONOMICS" EDUGA'rpRS 

aALL AND_ PAQµ)ccr44-' SPAFF9i'J;45 WILL T AXSON A:m LYL::46 

OFFICE OF F.0!-(E 
:!X;O:,Ol•:!ih~CATION 

_GP.,0S$ __ A!J) C~Ai~DALL48 }L\_I_li,,.'°"9 

H;E.E. BRANCH OF 
1J, S. OFFICE OF 

EDUCATION.50 
PToCesSes cf Thinki.."'lg Research Approach !of" 

Steps Involved i?l 3asic Ste;:,s Involved in Steps in Problem- Which may be Taug.'lt in Steps in t·:ental Process Steps in Problem- Improvement of School 
Critical _'fhir-•dng Sound Thinking Solvir,c Hc:ne:r.aking Classes of Hanae:e..'Tlent Solving ·practices 

Ide?ltifT...P.& and defining 
the cec:tral issues 

Recogni.zins the under
lying assumptions and 
f'orm_ing hypotheses 

Selecting and organiz.ing , 
relevant facts and 
,evaluating the ~vidence 

Drawing warranted con
clusions 

Recognizing and defining 
the proble.'1! 

Proposing a solution 

Gathering relevant 
ir..for:n~tio'n 

Examining and testing 
dat,;. 

Accepting an answer 

· ~ and Paolucci, PP• 233-235. 

4.5spatford, p. 147. 

4&•'illiamson ar.d Lyle, p._ 129, 

4 7sil::pson and i.-c>n. 

48oross and Crandall, pp. J.6-20. · 

:-lbe problem ·is r.:iet and 
recognized as such 

A decision is made to 
solve the problem 

Tne conditions are 
analyzed 

All avail~ble facts re
lating to t.'ie problem 
are gathered 

These facts are evaluated 
and those which are con
sidered irrelevant are 
discarded 

A tent.sti·ve or trial 
solution is found 

This solution· is tested to 
see if it works 

If it does not, the facts 
are reevaluated; other 

. possible solutions are 
looked for; and .a 
second solution is rOund 
and chec~ed. 

-49A ~ fE!: Planning the Hor.iernaking pro2'ra::i for Maine ~' pp. 20-22 • 

.50I,ippaatt.. 

Compre.'"lending and using: 
l.anguage for dis
cri.mina ting commu..~ca-
tion · 

Thinki..T).g sequentially 

Clarifying values 

Identifying problems 

Identifying: and using facts 

}fakinr:;: cor.:yaris-ons 

Perceiving relationships 

Drawing inferences 

Reachi.'"lg warranted con
clusions 

Applying conclusions to 
other situations 

Plaruu.ng 

·controlling t!:e ele.'llents 
of t.r1e plan wh;ile 
carrying it tbrou£b 

Eval~ting: reS"J.lts Pre
paratory to future 
planning 

(Steps of Decision :laking -
the 23.sis !or each step in 
Y.a'ltal Process of HaJla.ge
ment) 

Seeking alter:iatives 

T"ninking t."l"lroug.~ the con
sequence of these 
al tern.a ti ves 

Selecting one of these 
alter~tives 

The problem .is met and 
recognized as sµ.cb 

A decision is :nade to try 
to solve the problem 

The problem is def"ined and 
analyzed and goals are 
decided upon 

The teacher and p·,ipils 
plan together how th~ 
goal~ can be accomplished 

.A tentative· solution is 
' tried 

Test solution 

Su.rri:na.ri.ze results and draw 
conclusic:1ns 

Generalize and apply to 
other situations · 

Identify the .problem area 

C4ri,fy the specific 
· ·problem Within the 

problem area • • • 

Decide upC'n a possible 
solution and state 
the hypotheses to 
be tested 

Plan how to test the 
hypothesis ·and keep 
records of what 
happens ~ •• 

Collect evicience as 
study' progresses 

. Evalua:te res.ul ts· and 
iiraw conclusicins or 
in!erenc~s 

Retest 

I\) 
I\) 
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approached thinking from the standpoint of helping teachers teach stu

dents to think. They have dealt with the process of thinking as a basis 

for possible methods of teaching others. 

Since the elements of thinking as listed by educators and home 

economics educators have not been approached from the same point of view, 

complete uniformity is unlikely. However, in spite of the differences 

from which the elements of thinking were approached and in the terms 

used, there ·is much consistency among the sources listed as to behaviors 

that are important in the thinking process. · For example, eleven of the 

thirteen references ref er directly or indirectly to the importance of 

comprehending the problem. In view of the evidence presented in Tables I 

and II there would seem to be much more similarity than differences in 

the breakdown of elements involved in the thinking process. 

Compilation of Possible. Important Behaviors of Thinking 

Tables I and II served as a framework for listing and analyzing 

elements of thinking as seen by six education sources and seven home 

economics education sources. Then an attempt was made to identify 

common elements which were characteristic of the viewpoints represented, 

in order to compile a list of important behaviors of thinking in home 

economics education. 

The initia l attanpt resulted in very general behaviors. 'Ihese were 

major behaviors identified by practically all of the sources in Tables I 

and II and were comparable to the large headings used for classification 

of behaviors in Table III. It was believed that the major behaviors 

identU'ied were too general to be of help and that more specific behaviors 

were needed to clarify the process of thinking. 



'£ADLE III 

BEHAVIORS OF ~m:Il1KING 

COl·JLPl:lE~B:EN DS PROBLEM 

A. REALIZES 'l'HA'l' A PROBLFH SEEMS 'ID rJEED SOLVING 
B., ANALYZES RATUH.E OF THE PROBLEM 

1. Identifies what and/ or who is involved in problem 
2.. Comprehends 'setting' of problem 
3,. Recognizes types of knowledge needed for solving 
4. Determines whether or not. one is capable of solving the 

problem 
C. DEFii~E3 PROBLEL'I ~1I'l1I PRECISION 

L, Makes sure that key words are defined 
2., Recognizes central issues and main arguments even if 

obscured by details 
J., Subdi Vides compound problem into mttjor parts 
l:i,. Redefines problem by st:a ting in own uords 

PLANhlING :f:'OR SOLUTION OF PROBLEH 

I;,,. HECOGiHZJtS KEY ASSD1':PTIONS 
B,, ID&fI'IFIES POSSIBLE SOLUTIOl~S 

l.. Produces sufficient hypotheses based on analysis of problem 
2.. Recognizes that hypotheses may r;equire modification in 

light of nei:cr data 
C. DRN;JS REASOUABLE INFERENCES 

l. J1Jstim:1 tes consequences of possible solutions 
2~ Is sensitive to the innbility to accurately infer 

consequences 
J. Distinguishes among degre,".ls of probability for which a 

r:ionsequence may or may not occur 
D. F'OliJYIULATES USEFUL HYPOTHESES 

1. Sfa tes hypotheses so that test is possible 
2.. States hypotheses that is compatible with existing knowledge 
3. States hypotheses that is relevant to present problems 

S ELEC 'I'S P ERTill8liJ'r :ni!F011.1YIA'l'ION 

A.. COLLECTS RELIABLE DATA 
1. fr2.thers available data related to problem 
2~ Obtains dcclfa via different methods according to the natu.re 

of the problem 
J. Comprehends accurately various types of data 
l~. Appraises data as to its reliability 
5~ .Accurately perceives relationships 
6. Discards irrelevant data 

B.. INTERPRE'l'S DA'l'A IN LIGHT OF ORIGINAL FfYPO'mESES 
1. Determines whether or not data supports hypotheses 
2. Judges weight of data 
3.e Determines when data is sufficient 

Recognizes the limi't-'51.tions of dat!",t 



TABLE III ( CONTINUED) 

MAKES DECISIONS REGARDING EXTENT THAT PROBLm HAS BEEN SOLVED 

A. EVALUATES REASONING 
1. Evaluates bias and emotional factors in thin.king of self 

and others 
2. Accurately applies logical process of deduction 
J. Accurately applies logical process of induction 
4. Recognizes errors and fallacies in reasoning 

B. TESTS HYPOTHESES 

25 

1. Recognizes the importance of testing conclusions accurately 
against reality 

2. Evaluates appropriateness of various means of testing for 
present problem 

J. Recognizes tenativeness of conclusions and/or proof 
C. DRAWS VALID CONCLUSIONS 

1. Draws conclusions supported by sound inquiry 
2. Draws conclusions in accord with knowledge in a given field 

D. APPLIES CONCIDSIONS 'ID APPROPRIATE OR PERTINENT SI'IUATION 
1. Grasps general principles involved 
2. Can apply principles to other appropriate situations 
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The next step was an attempt to classify the more specific behaviors 

suggested by the various sources using the original general behaviors for 

classification purposes. The results of this step are shown in Table III. 

Then an attempt was made to use the behaviors in Table III as a basis for 

an instrument for rating actual student behaviors. As the instrument 

progressed, it became evident that the behaviors were too detailed and 

specific for this purpose. It was felt that while these behaviors might 

occur in the process of effective thinking, they could not be considered 

as essential to this process. 

A further a ttempt was then ma.de to eliminate the behaviors to 

possible essential behaviors involved in effective thinking. The results 

of this step are listed in Table IV, page 27, and are identified as 

"Possible Important Behaviors of Thinking". It was believed that these 

behaviors were basic to effective thinking regard.less of the particular 

problem or situation and yet specific enough to help clarify the process 

o~ thinking. 

The possible important behaviors of thinking were used in creating 

a student rating device. The four college supervisors, who used this 

device in connection with this study were asked to indicate the degree 

to which the behaviors were consistent with their own concept of thinking 

and the important behaviors involved. They were requested to indicate 

their opinion by choosing the appropriate response of ncompletely11 , 

"To great extent", "To some extent", 11 To small extent", or "To no extent". 

Two of the supervisors chose a response of "Completely", one chose "To 

great extent", and one chose "To some extent". Though this was a very 

small sample, it was believed that it was one indication that profes

sional home economics educators could agree to some extent that the 



TABLE IV 

POSSIBLE IMPORTANT BEHAVIORS OF EFFECTIVE THINKING 

COMPREHENSION OF PROBLEMS 

Is sensitive to problem situations 
Defines problems accurately by defining key terms and issues 
Identifies central ideas and values involved 
Evaluates problem carefully before deciding to attempt solution 

PLANNING FOR SOWTION OF PROBLEMS 

27 

Evaluates and makes use of present knowledge and resources in view 
of problem to be solved 

Identifies a number of possible solutions to problem 
Attempts to see possible and probable consequences of various 

solutions 
Recognizes assumptions 
Selects tentative solution which seems the most reasonable 

SELEX:;TION OF PERTINENT INFORMATION 

Recognizes the need for reliable evidence and facts 
Is adept in finding and organizing reliable data 
Is able to see data. in relationship to original problem discarding 

that which is irrelevant 
Uses good judgment in evaluating data. as to its sufficiency, 

reliability, and importance to original problem 
Is constant]Jr a.ware of the limitations of data 

D:&::IDING EXTENT 'IO WHICH PROBL:fflS HAVE BEEN SOLVED 

Appraises the weight of data in light of tentative solutions and 
judges whether or not evidence supports this solution 

Recognizes various means of reliable testing of solution 
Draws reasonable conclusions based on sound inquiry and/or testing 
Recognizes the tentativeness of conclusions and proof 
Can and does apply general principles and conclusions to other 

appropriate situations 
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behaviors identified were important in the process of effective thinking. 

In view ot the man;y unknown characteristics .of thinking, Table IV 

is not designed to be a complete or comprehensive list of behaviors 

of thinking.. However, it does represent the writet·• s efforts to synthe

size the views of others as to_ possible important behaviors that are 

involved in effective thinking. 



CHAPTER IV 

EXPLORING Tir;IDUQUES FOR EVALUATING 

IMPORTANT BEHAVIORS OF THI NKING 

The iGC TA has been recognized in the area of education as a 

standardized instrument and has been used extensive~. According to 

Burton, the WGCTA is like~ the most widely used test of critical 

thinking.51 One of the major objectives of this study was to explore 

the extent to which WGC TA evalua tes important behaviors of thinking as 

identified. The achievement of this objective was attempted through, 

(1) identifying behaviors measured by WGC TA, (2) comparing behaviors 

measured by WGCTA with behaviors identified in the previous chapter, 

(J) analyzing WGCTA scores made by home economics education students, and 

(4) comparing WGCTA ratings with teacher and student ra tings. 

Identification of Behaviors Mea sured by WGCTA 

'Ihe procedure used to become familiar with and to determine behav-

iors measured by the WGCTA was to study the instrument and the accom-

panying manual, to personal~ take the test, and to review literature 

which was concerned with its appraisal. 

Identifying the nature of that which is to be evaluated and the 

behaviors involved therein is an essential and fundamental step in any 

process of evalua tion. Watson's and Glaser's concept of critical thinking 

51 4 Burton, p. 39 .. 
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is presented in the test manual from which the following is taken. 

Ability to think critically involves three things: (a) An 
attitude of wanting to have supporting evidence for opinions 
or conclusions before assuming them to be true. (b) Knowledge 
of the methods of logical inquiry which help determine the 
weight of different kinds of evidence and which help one to 
reach warranted conclusions. (c) Skill in employing the above 
attitude and knowledge. Briefly, a critical thinker effectively 
examines beliefs or proposals in the light of supporting 
evidence, of the relevant facts in the case, instead of jumping 
prematurely to a conclusion.52 

This concept of thinking seems to be in harmony with the ideas pre-
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sented in Chapter II in tha t it includes the types of behavior described 

as basic to thinking. 

According to the authors, the WGCTA is "• •• designed to provide 

problems and situations which require the application of some of the 

important abilities involved in critical thinking.u53 An a ttempt has 

been made to base the test items on problems and data which a citizen in 

a democracy might encounter in his daily life. 'Ihe instrument is de-

signed for use on a high school or college level and provides consider-

able normative data for either level. It contains ninety-nine test items. 

It is simple to administer and though no time limit is mandatory, it can 

be completed in less than forty minutes by most persons of secondary 

education level. It is simple to score by hand or by machine. 

Originally the test was available in two forms• Am and Bm, which 

were judged by the test authors to be equated. At the time of this 

study, Form Bm was unavailable because of revision, thus Form Am was 

used and is referred to throughout the study. 

52Goodwin Wa tson and Edward M. Glaser, Wa tson-Glaser Critical 
Thinking ApPraisal Manual (New York, 1952), p. 8. 

53Ibid., p. 1. 
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The WGCTA is made up of five subtests. Test 1: Inference includes --
twenty i terns. According to the authors it is ttdesigned to sample ability 

to discriminate among degrees of truth or falsity or probability of 

certain inferences drawn from given facts of data 11 • .54 In the test direc-

tions, an inference is defined as 11a conclusion which a person draws 

from certain observed or supported facts". The exercises within this 

test begin with a statement of fact which is to be regarded as true. 

Possible inferences then follow which are to be judged as definitely 

true, probably true, insufficient data, probably false or definitely 

f alse. 

~ g_: Recognition 2!. Assumptions includes sixteen items. In the 

words of the test authors it is "designed to sample ability to recognize 

unstated assumptions in given assertions or propositionsn.55 For 

subjects taking the test an assumption is defined as 11 ••• something 

supposed or taken for granted". A statement is made and then followed 

by proposed assumptions. The subject is to determine whether or not the 

proposed assumption is necessarily taken for granted in the original 

statement. 

~ _;l: Deduction includes twenty-five items. It is "designed to 

sample ability to reason deductively from given premises; to recognize 

the relation 1'.of implication between propositions; to determine whether 

what seems an implication or necessary inference between one proposition 

and another is indeed such 11 .56 The test items consist of two statements 

that are followed by proposed conclusions. The subjects are to determine 

.54Ibid. 

55rbid. 

56Ibid. 



whether or not the conclusions necessarily follow from the statements 

given. Though approximately one-half of the statements are of a false 

nature, subjects are asked to consider them as true without exception. 
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~ !±: Inte;rnretation includes twenty-four items. It is 11 designed 

to sample ability to weigh evidence and to distinguish between unwarranted 

generalizations and probable inferences which, though not conclusive or 

necessary, are warranted beyond a reasonable doubtn.57 F.ach test item 

consists of a short paragraph which is followed by proposed conclusions. 

Test j: Evaluation .2! Arguments consists of fourteen items. It is 

"designed to sample ability to distinguish between arguments which are 

strong and important to the question at issue and those which are weak 

and unimportant or irrelevant" • .58 Subjects are asked to assume each 

argument as true. 

A summary of the major behaviors of critical thinking measured by 

WGCTA are presented in Table V, page 33. It will be well to note once 

again that this instrument is an attempt to measure~ of the important 

abilities involved in critical thinking. 

A Comparison of Behaviors 

A comparison of behaviors as identified and measured by WGCTA and 

those considered important in home economics education is presented in 

Table VI, page 34. From the data presented in this table it can be seen 

that the two lists have some behaviors in common. However, WGCTA does 

not attempt to measure all of the behaviors considered important in home 

57rbid • 

.58Ibid. 
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economics education. Perhaps one explanation for the differences of 

behaviors is a difference of anphasis w:i. thin the thinking process. The 

WGCTA is primarily ~oncerned with critical thinking abilities. Here the 

emphasis is on the evaluation or judgment of solutions that have b en 

made. Thus, the behaviors which WGCTA attempts to measure emphasize the 

abilities needed to judge the extent to which a problem has been solved. 

TABLE V 

MAJOR BEHAVIORS MEASURED BY WGCTA 

Sub-test 

Test 1: 
Inference 

Test 2: 
Recognition of Assumptions 

Test 3: 
Deduction 

Test 4: 
Interpretation 

Test 5: 
Evaluation of Argu!llcnts 

Behaviors Measured 

Ability to judge truth or falsity of 
inference drawn from given data 

Ability to recognize unstated assump
tions 

Ability to reason deductively from 
given premises or to recognize neces
sary conclusions. Also the ability 
to see logical relationships between 
propositions 

Ability to distinguish between war
ranted and unwarranted generalizations 
and conclusions 

Ability to distinguish between strong 
and weak arguments 

Home economics educators are interested in the ability to select or 

devise solutions and solve problems in addition to evaluating solutions. 

Therefore, the important behaviors of thinldng as related to home 

economics education are concerned with the entire process of thinking. 

These include the identification of problems, the gathering of data. and 

consequently the finding of a solution. As can be seen in Table VI the 
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TABLE VI 

IDENTIFICATION OF COMMON BEHAVIORS OF 'IHINKING 

Important Behaviors of Thinking as 
Related to Home Economics 

COMPREHENSION OF PROBLEl{S 
Is sensitive to problem situations 
Defines problems accurately by defining 
key terms and issues 

· Identifies central ideas and values 
involved 

Evaluates problem carefully before deciding 
to attempt solution 

PLANNING FOR SOLUTION OF PROB1™S 
Evaluates and makes use of present knowl

edge and resources in view of problem to 
be solved 

Identifies a number of possible solutions 
to a problem 

Attempts to see possible and probable con
sequences of various solutions 

Recognizes assumptions 
Selects tentative solution which seems the 
most reasonable 

SEL&;TION OF PERTINENT INFORMATION 
Recognizes the need for reliable evidence 
and facts 

Is adept in finding and organizing re
liable data 

Is able to see data in relationship to 
original problem discarding that which is 
irrelevant 

Uses good judgment in evaluating data as 
to its sufficiency, reliability, and 
importance to original problem 

Is constantly aware of the limitations of 
data 

Behaviors Measured 
by WGCTA 

Judges truth or falsity of 
inferences drawn from 
given data (Test 1) 

Recognizes unstated as
sumptions (Test 2) 

Sees logical relationships 
between propositions 
(Test 3) 

Sees logical relationships 
between propositions 
(Test J) 

D&;IDING EXTENT 'IO wIIICH PROBLEMS HAVE BEEN SOLVED 
Appraises the weight of data in light of Distinguishes between strong 
tentative solutions and judges whether or and weak arguments (Test 5) 
not evidence supports this solution Reasons deductively .from 

Recognizes various means of reliable given premises or rec-
testing of solution ognizes necessary con-

Draws reasonable conclusions based on sound clusions (Test 3) 
inquiry arui/or testing Distinguishes between war-

Recognizes the tentativeness of conclusions ranted and unwarranted 
and proof generalizations and con-

Can and does apply general principles and clusions (Test 4) 
conclusions to other appropriate situa- Sees logical relationships be-
tions tween propositions (Test 3) 
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ma jority of WGC TA behaviors are included in the home economics education 

behaviors l abeled as "Deciding Extent to Which Problems Have Been Solved". 

In comparison, WGCTA measured none of the behaviors included by home 

economics educa tors in the "Comprehension of Problems" and very few of 

those included in the "Selection of Infonna tion" • 

.Among the liter;;. ture concerned with appr aising tho WGCTA is a study 

by Ennis,59who ha s extensively explored the thinking process and also 

worked with others who are leaders in this area. 'Ihe objective of his 

study was to consider the validity of the WGC TA from a logical point of 

view. He noted the following a s possible weaknesses of the WGCTA. In 

~ l: Inference, students are given very little description of the 

situation and are asked to use common knowledge "which pr actically every 

person knows." Yet a fine degree of discrimination is required in the 

final answer. 'Ihe fine discrimination required seems to be in contra-

diction to the amount of information given. Ennis a lso notes tha t the 

chronic doubter, one who never ha s sufficient evidence to draw conclusions, 

ha s good chances for sa tisfactory scores, particularly ·on ~ 1: Deduc

:Y:.2!!, and~~: Intergretation. Test 3 ha s eighteen out of t wenty-five 

correct nega tive answers while Test 4 ha s nineteen out of twenty-four 

correct nega tive answers. One other criticism refers to~ j: Evalua-

li2.!l 2!. Arguments. In this test, subjects are a sked to disassociate 

values from critical thinking but Ennis notes tha t these answers will 

necessarily vary with different value systems and that subjects are 

forced to use a value system in making their choice. 

In analyzing the validity of the WGCTA it seems reasonable to 

59Robert H. Ennis, "An Appr aisal of the Watson-Glaser Critica l 
Thinking Appraisal, 11 Journal 2£. Educa tional Research. LII (December, 
1958). PP• 15.5-1.58. 
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further question the realistic nature of thinking, when for the purpose 

of present decisions, one must necessarily assume as true that which one 

ordinarily asswnes to be false. This is a require.~ent of students in 

~ J.: Deduction and ~ !J:: Evaluation 2£ Arguments. 

In conclusion, the behaviors which WGCTA attempts to measure are 

among those that were identified as being "Possible Important Behaviors 

of Effective Thinking in Home Economics Education". However, some of the 

behaviors identified as important in relation to home economics education 

are not included among those which the WGCTA attempts to measure. 

Thinking is a very complex process and it is improbable and perhaps 

unnecessary that any one instrument can or should measure the entire 

process. It would seem more important to expect and recognize the 

limitations of an available instrument such as the vllCTA. 

Analyzation of WGCTA Scores 

Subjects for this section of the study were twenty-four senior home 

economics education students enrolled in professional home economics 

education courses at Oklahoma State University during the spring of 1962. 

These twenty-four students had completed their student teaching and were 

at the end of their professional education block at the time the final 

data were obtained. 

The WGC TA was administered to the subjects at the beginning and at 

the end of their professional education courses. An attempt was then 

made to identify general trends as to (1) changes which occurred between 

the times of testing and (2) possible strengths or weaknesses. The 

scores may be found in the Appendix , page 59 . 

General ~. Upon reconnnendation of the authors of the WGCTA and 
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in view of the small sample, the raw scores were converted into per-

centiles, by using the scale presented in the test manual. The bases 

for the per centiles were derived from coll3ge norms. These, in turn, are 

based on scores made by 1940 college freshmen in a large F.astern Univer-

sity. For further interpretation, the authors have suggested a five-

level cla ssification. This classifica tion is presented in Table VII , and 

is used in further interpreting the findings of the study. 

WGCTA Percentiles 

94 and over 
70 - 9.3 
32 - 69 
8 - Jl 
1 - 7 

TABLE VII 

CLASSIFICATION OF LEVELS OF THINKING 

Levels of Thinking 

I: Very High 
II: High 

III: Average 
IV= Low 

V: Very Low 

The distribution of the subjects at the time of the first and second 

testing is presented in Table VIII, WGCTA Scores Made By 24 Home Economics 

Education Seniors. It can be seen that at the time of the first testing, 

TABLE VIII 

WGCTA SCORES MADE BY 24 ROME :&;ONOMICS EDUCATION SENIORS 

Levels of Thinking 

I: Very High 
II: High 

III: Average 
IV: Low 

V: Very Low 

Total 

Distribution of Subjects 
First Test Second Test 

2 
6 
5 
8 
J 

24 

3 
5 

10 
6 
0 -24 
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one-third of the students rated "Low" and that almost one-half of the 

students rated lower than "Average". However, at the time of the 

second testing, only one-fourth of the students rated lower than "Aver

age". 'lhus, the greatest change in scores appeared in the "Average", 

11 Low11 , and "Very Low" ratings where there was greater opportunity for 

students to improve their ratings. 

Changes in scores significant enough to shift subjects from one 

level to another are tabulated in Table IX, page 39. By viewing this 

table, it can be seen that fifty percent of the students changed their 

"Level of Thinking" while the other fifty percent remained in the same 

level as at the time of the first testing. Although scores indicate 

that a total of twelve students had changes to different levels of 

thinking, one-third of these changes were negative. In other words, of 

those who changed their "Level of Thinking" two-thirds increased while 

one-third decreased. 

The implication would seem to be that the thinking abilities of 

these students were less than when previously tested. It is difficult 

to believe that healthy individuals participating in the intellectual 

activities of university life would actually decrease in their ability 

to think effectively. In view of this belief, plus the fact that the 

changes in scores are very small, it seems reasonable to question the 

effectiveness of the WGCTA as an instrument precise enough to measure 

small changes in ability to think effectively. 

Although the number of subjects in this study was small, the data 

concerning WGCTA scores are somewhat strengthened when compared with the 

findings of the study done by Lawson and Cozine. This study was based 

on two testings of WGCTA with an eighteen week interval between testings. 



TABLE IX 

CHANGES IN LEVELS OF THINKING MADE BY 24 HOME EXJONOMICS EDUCATION SENIORS 

Levels of 
Thinking 

Positiv~_Ch~n~s 

II: High to I: Very High 

IV: Low to III: Average 

D:\.stribu tion 
of Subjects 

1 

J 

IV: Low to II: High 1 

V: Very Low to III: Average 2 

Total 8 

Negative Changes 
Levels of Distribution 
'lhinking of Subjects 

II: High to III: Average 3 

III: Average to IV : Low 1 

Total 4 

No Change 
Levels of Distribution 
1hinking of Subjects 

I : Very High 2 

II: High 2 

III: Average 3 

IV : Low 5 

V: Very Low --
Tot al 12 

~ 



The following is a quote .from the report of the study: 

To determine the significance of the difference between 
the .first and second administrations of the Watson-Glaser test, 
the "t11 test was used. A critical ratio (or 11 t" score) of 0.96 
was obtained. For significance at the 5'% level, a "t" score 
as large as 2.03 would have been necessary. Therefore, this 
test indicates that there was no significant difference be
tween the means obtained in the administration of the test 
the two times, indicating no particular gain68r loss in 
thinking ability over the four-month period. 

Data collected by Hedger involving two testings of the V\GCTA with the 
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second test given at longer intervals of time resulted in similar data. 

In summary, an analyzation of scores made by subjects on WGCTA 

at two times of testing show a small improvement in percentile scores 

and in distribution of subjects as to their level of thinking ability. 

Tnough changes in levels took place for one-half of the students tested, 

one-fourth of these changes were negative as to both percentile scores 

and level of thinking ability. 'Ihus, changes were small and not always 

in a positive direction. 

Individual~. In analyzing the scores made on sub-tests it was 

hoped to gain insight as to the behaviors involved where greatest change 

in scores took place and where students as- a group rated highest and 

lowest. 

Average scores on sub-tests at the time of the first and second 

testings and the percentage of these scores to possible scores are 

presented in Table X, page 41. By comparing the percentage of average 

scores to possible scores, the reader will note that the largest positive 

cha:ige in scores occurred between testings in~ 1= lli!guction. This 

test emphasizes the behaviors of ability to see logical relationships 

6oLawson and Cozine, p. 6. 
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and to reason deductively. This might be an indication that greater 

improvement had been made by subjects in relation to this particular 

aspect of thinking. However, more data would be necessary before this 

conclusion could be drawn. 

Test 1: 

Test 2: 

Test 3: 

Test 4: 

Test 5: 

TABLE X 

AVERAGE SCORES AND PERCENTAGES ON INDIVIDUAL 
TESTS OF 24 SENIORS 

No. of 
Sub-test Items 1st Test Average 2nd Test Average 

( score) (per cent) ( score) (per cent) 
. . 

Inference 20 11.8 59.2 12.4 62.1 

Recognition of 
Assumptions 16 11.4 71.4 12.4 77.3 

Deduction 25 17.7 70. 7 20.8 79.2 

Interpretation 24 1.5.9 66.3 16.4 68.2 

Evaluation of 
Arguments 14 11.3 80.7 10.3 73.8 

The students, as a group, rated highest on ~ g,: Recognition 2!. 

Assumptions and~ 1: Deduction at the time of the second testing. 

Behaviors in Test 2 involve recognition of unstated assumptions. The 

lowest rating was on~ l= Inference which involves judging truth and 

falsity of inferences drawn from given data. 'lhese ratings could be 

indications of possible strengths and weaknesses of the group as a whole. 

However, further evidence is needed before such conclusions are made. 

It is interesting to note that in his appraisal, Ennis strongly 

criticized Test l: Inference for demanding fine discrimination in view 

of the amount of information given. Test 2 was not criticized. Tests 
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3 and 4 were criticized for the large proportion of correct neg1a ti ve 

answers., 'l'est 5 was criticized for requiring the use of a value system 

in making decisions 1:ihile students ·(1ere z.sked to dis:=..:.ssociate values 

from cr:U:,ical thinking. 

Teacher It:1 tings 

Teachers have a unique opportunity to observe th,s c110.ssroorn b,3havior 

of students. It Ims believed th::rt. the;y uould be one good sour(:(-3 for 

evaluat:tng the stuffont•s tendency t,o chink effectively in ,2 classroom 

si tQ:::i,tion., Th.us~ an attempt H,J..iS wade to cornp;n:e the objective rating of 

the ~tGGTl'i as to the ability of the .st1bjeet.s to think effectively 1.tl.th a 

subjr:;ctiVEi rating obtr:iined from a teacher., T.h.<3 college supervisor of the 

subject during th.e student teaching experience was chosen as the source 

of this evaluation,, 

The instrument for obt.'lining teacher ratings tm.s developed on the 

b:rnis of the possible irnport:mt behaviors of effective thinking as 

identified in Chapter III .. A copy of this instrument may be found in 

the Appendix~ page 59,. 'I'he teachers were asked to rate each student as 

to his performance in the comprehension of problems., th(:3 planning for 

solut:i.on ();L prol.)le.ms, the selection of pertinent information and de

ciding extent to which problems have been solved. In addition, te.:1.chers 

were asked to rate each student as to their general tendency to think 

effectively. The college supervisor was also asked to indicate the 

degree to tvhich the device was consistent with her 01m concept of thinking 

and the important behaviors involved. The results of this question were 

given in.Chapter III. 

E::i.ch supervisor was responsible for a diff ere:nt number of students .. 
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The nUlllber of students per supervisor varied from two to ten. The rating 

occurred about six weeks after the completion of the student teaching 

experience. However, at the time of the rating, supervisors still had 

classroom contact w1 th the students. 

A summary of the ratings given by the teachers are presented in 

Table XI. From the data presented in th.is table it can be seen that 

th.ere is little indication that the group as a whole is a great deal 

stronger in one aspect of thinking than another. However, students were 

TABLE XI 

TEACHER RATINGS OF S'IUDENT THINKING BEHAVIORS 

Classification of Ratings 

iii Q) 

tlO ~ 
•M f! .s ::i:: 

iii Q) 

t: t ~ 

~ •M· .s Q) ::i:: 
Distribution of Subjects According > .. > .. H .. 

To Various Aspects of Th.inking .. H H > .. 
H H H H > 

1: Comprehension of Problems 4 9 8 1 2 

2: Planning for Solution of Problems 5 12 3 2 2 

3: Selection of Pertinent Infonnation 5 8 7 2 2 

4: Deciding Extent to Which Problems 
Have Been Solved 3 11 7 1 2 

5: Over-all Tendency to 'lhink Effectively 5 11 5 l 2 

r a ted slightly higher as to the tendency to plan for the effective solu-

tion of problems than on any other of the aspects of thinking. This 

rating is consistent w1 th the infonnation in Table X where the largest 

positive change between testings occurred on Test l: Deduction which 

emphasizes the ability to see logical relationships and to reason 
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deductively. It is also consistent with the high average score at the 

time of the second testing which was made on ~ £: Recognition 2f. 

Assumptions. However, the teacher rating is inconsistent with the low 

average score made at the time of the second testing on Test 1,: Infer

~· Th.e reader will remember that this study is based upon the belief 

that the behaviors required in each of these three tests are important 

in the ability to plan for effective solutions (Table V). 'lhe criticism 

of Ennis for Test 1,: Inference as to the demand for fine discrimination 

in view of a small amount of information could lend insight into this 

apparent inconsistency. 

The actual ratings given by the teachers are presented in the 

Appendix Table XIII, page 59. From these ratings, it can be seen that 

ratings for individual students varied little on the various aspects of 

thinking. Of the twenty-four subjects rated, thirteen were given the 

same rating for each part of the instrument. Of the other nine, ratings 

on different behaviors varied no more than one level. This could be an 

indication that ability in one aspect of thinking often equals the ability 

in other aspects of thinking. However, it could also be an indication of 

a lack of preciseness in the instrument used. 

Student Conferences 

Self-evaluation by the students as to t.heir tendency to t.hink 

effectively may give t.he teacher and student insight into individual 

strengt.hs and weaknesses and needs in the area of thinking. It may also 

serve as motivation to improve thinking ability. Through student con

ferences, an attempt was made to see how subjective student self-ratings 

would compare with subjective teacher ratings and objective WGCTA 
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ratings. '!here was also an attempt to determine whether or not students 

had opinions as to their thinking tendencies. 

At the _ time the \\OCTA was given, individual appointments were held 

with each subject for the purpose of giving and explaining their test 

scores. This was an attempt to help create a meaningful learning experi

ence which would increase the challenge of the tests for the subjects 

involved. 'Ihe conferences involved only the individual subject and the 

writer and were approximately fifteen minutes in length. 

At the time of the second testing, each student was given the results 

of the test taken and these results were compared with results of the 

first testing. In addition, an attempt was made to informally and 

briefly discuss effective thinking. This was done in terms of possible 

important behaviors involved and the place of subject matter, knowledge, 

and attitudes. Then an effort was made to obtain general opinions of the 

students as to how they viewed their tendency to think effectively and 

their possible strengths and weaknesses. Also, they were asked whether 

they believed growth had taken place in their ability to think effectively 

during the period they were taking pro.fessiona1 courses. 

Of the twenty-four subjects, all but one believed they had very 

definitely grown in their ability to think effectively between the first 

and second testing of WGC TA. Several subjects mentioned that they 

believed their greatest growth had been in the area of attitudes con

ducive to effective thinking. 

Attitudes were also mentioned most often as the aspect of thinking 

in which they felt most confident or which was their greatest strength. 

(Eighteen of the twenty-four subjects expressed this opinion.) Two 

subjects identified their strengths as being able to recognize problems 
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and two felt that planning for solutions was their strong point, while 

two were reluctant to identify any strengths. 

Weaknesses wer e identified most of ten with one or more of tl'ie major 

behaviors. Drawing valid conclusions was identified as being a weakness 

for nine of the t wenty-four subjects, while plan.~ing for effective 

solutions was mentioned by six as being a weakness. Weaknesses mentioned 

by fewer students included; evaluating data., recognizing problems, and 

poor attitudes. Two students did not believe that they knew their 

weaknesses. 

The self ratings of the subjects as to their tendency to think 

effectively may be found in the Appendix Table XIII, page 59. A summary 

of the ratings is presented in Table XII. Many of the students were 

reluctant to rate themselves as high or average but expressed belief that 

they rated between these two levels. Thus, a category, high average, has 

been included for fue student ratings. 

TABLE XII 

STUDENT RATINGS OF THINKING B:El-IAVIORS 

Classification of Ratings Distribution of Subjects 

I: Very High 1 

II: High 3 

High Average 9 

III: Average 11 

IV: Low 0 

V: Very Low 0 
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It can be seen from the data presented in Table XII that no student 

rated himself below average in tendency t.o think effectively, while a 

large majority rated themselves as average or high average. It will be 

well t.o keep in mind. that this was a very general approximation on the 

part of the students. 

Results of the conferences with students would indicate that students 

are concerned as t.o their thinking effectiveness. It is also indicated 

that students do have views as t.o their strengths and weaknesses. It is 

t.o be expected that the .ability of students to accurately self-evaluate 

themselves will vary with the individuals. 

Comparison of WGCTA, Teacher and Student Ratings 

A comparison of w;:K;TA, teacher, and student ratings is presented 

by means of Figure l, page 48, which presents the three ratings for each 

individual subject. In order t.o make this comparison, the supervisors• 

rating, "General Tendency to Think Effectively" was used. It is assumed 

that this rating was the most representative of the general thinking 

behavior observed by the supervisors. 

In comparing teacher ratings to w:JCTA and student ratings it can 

be seen that as a group, the teachers have rated the subjects higher than 

either the WGCTA or the students themselves did.. Teacher ratings are 

the same as or are higher than either of the other ratings for fifteen 

of the twenty-four subjects. 

In contrast with teacher ratings, WGCTA ratings are lower than 

either teacher or students ratings. WGCTA ratings were lower than either 

of the other ratings for ten of the twenty-four subjects. WGCTA ratings 

were higher than either of the other ratings for only three subjects 
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while eleven ratings were the same as or in between the other two ratings. 

In comparing student ratings with WJCTA and teacher ratings it 

will be noted that they form the "happy medium11 between WCTA and teacher 

ratings. Two of the twenty-four students rated thanselves lower than 

either teachers or WGCTA while four rated themselves higher than either 

teachers or WGC'l'A. Of the total subjects involved, three-fourths of them 

rated themselves the same as did w:iCTA or their supervisors or somewhere 

between these two ratings. Ten of the twenty-four subjects gav~ them

selves ratings which fell between the teacher and 1dJCTA ratings. 

As to consistency of the three ratings, of the twenty-four subjects 

none received completely consistent ratings. Eleven received ratings 

differing one level or less while eleven received ratings differing two 

levels or less. Two subjects received ratings differing three levels or 

less. This degree of consistency might be helpful in giving a very 

general insight as to students• ability to think, as to possible low, 

av~~age, or high ability. 

Since one-half of the ratings differ no more than one level of 

thinking and an equal number differ only two levels, it can be concluded 

that there is a very general consistency between wUCTA, teacher, and 

student ratings. 

Summary 

'Ihe WJCTA is made up of test items based on problems a citizen in 

a democracy might frequently encounter. It is a test adaptable for high 

school and college use with nonns available for each group. It is made 

up of five sub-tests which attempt to measure different behaviors. The 

validity of the test bas been questioned from the standpoint of the 



degree of discrimination required in comparison with information given, 

the number of correct negative answers as compared with the number of 

cor rect positive answers, the necessity of using a value system in 

making final choices, and the necessity of assuming as true, ideas that 

are ordinarily believed to be false. 

The behaviors measured by WJC TA are among those identified as being 

possible important behaviors of effective thinking in home economics 

education. However, some of the possible important behaviors identified 

in this study are not included in the vnGTA. 

The WGCTA was administered to home economics education students at 

the beginning and end of their professional studies. The changes in 

scores were very small and not always in a positive direction. 

Teacher ratings showed a slight definite strength on the part of 

the subjects• ability to plan for effective solutions as one aspect 

within the thinking process. 

Student self-ratings presented attitudes as a possible strength 

while the ability to draw valid conclusions was the most frequently 

mentioned weakness. A majority of students rated themselves average or 

slightly above average as to their tendency to think effectively. 

In comparing w'GCTA with the teacher and student ratings, for a 

majority of students. teacher ratings were somewhat higher than either 

WGCTA or student ratings while L\GCTA ratings were for the most part 

lower than the other two ratings. '!he ma.jori ty of student ratings fell 

somewhere between WJCTA and teacher ratings. However, there is a degree 

of consistency among the ratings. though the consistency is of a very 

general nature. 



CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The ability of individuals to think effectively according to their 

ability detennines the strength of our democratic society and constitutes 

the major goal of all education. The general purpose of this study was 

to identify important behaviors of thinking as related to home economics 

education and to explore the extent to which WJCTA evaluates these 

behaviors. 

The major objectives for the study were: 

I. To identify important behaviors involved in thinking related to home 

economics education. 

II. To detemine the extent to 'Which the watson-Glaser Critical Thinking 

Appraisal evaluates these behaviors. 

were: 

The specific objectives involved in achieving the second objective 

1. To review behaviors that WGCTA measures. 

2. To compare these behaviors with those identified as important 

in home economics education. 

J. To detennine 'What insight can be gained by analyzing WGCTA scores. 

4. To compare WGCTA ratings with teacher and student ratings. 

In order to achieve these objectives, literature was reviewed and 

ideas of educators and home economics educators were obtained concerning 

aspects of thinking. From these various viewpoints, behaviors of 

thinking were synthesized ( Table IV) • 
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The WGCTA was reviewed to identify behaviors measured by this 

instrument. These behaviors were compared with those synthesized by the 

writer from the vie~oints of educators and home economics educators to 

detennine the consistency of these behaviors. The rvGCTA was administered 

to twenty-four home economics education students at the beginning and 

once again at the end of their professional courses. The scores made by 

the subjects at the two testings were analyzed as to changes occurring 

between testings and possible strengths and weaknesses of the students• 

thinking abilities. 

A teacher rating device was developed on the basis of the behaviors 

identified by the writer. This instrument was used by college super

visors to rate the subjects as to tendencies to think effectively. 

Conferences were held with the individual subjects and student 

ratings were obtained as to the ability of the subjects to think 

effectively and as to possible growth, strengths and weaknesses in this 

area. 

An attempt was made to determine the degree of consistency among 

WGCTA, teacher and student ratings. 

The study was an exploratory one in which the techniques were not 

validated and the number of subjects was small. With these limitations 

in mind, the following possible tentative conclusions related to the 

objectives are presented: 

1. Some important behaviors of thinking as related to home economics 

education have been identified. These are listed under the f'ollowing 

general headings: Comprehension of Problems , Planning for Solution of 

Problems, Selection of Pertinent Information, and Deciding the Extent 

to Which Problems Have Been Solved. 
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2. The WGCTA evaluates only some of the behaviors seen by home econoniics 

educators and others as important to the ability to think effectively. 

). It is questionable, from the analysis of the data, whether or not the 

~TA accurately measured fine growth. 

4. There was a very general type of consistency among WETA, teacher, 

and student ratings as to the ability of the subjects to think 

effectively. 

To strengthen other similar or related studies, the following sug

gestions are offered. An enlargement of the number of subjects would 

allow for a more detailed analysis and the use of statistics, thus in

creasing the validity of the findings. 

The device used and the procedure for obtaining teacher ratings 

could be further refined. One of the major concerns expressed by the 

supervisors was their inability to judge and rate the thinking behaviors 

defined by the instrument. 'lbe teachers seemed to feel the task a very 

difficult one to do with reasonable accuracy. 'lbe device was presented 

to the supervisors some time after they had observed students doing 

student teaching. Some of the supervisors suggested that the instrument 

could have been more accurately used had it been available at the time of 

actual observation of the subjects. Two of the teachers also expressed 

concern as to whether they really understood the instrwnent, thus 

suggesting that the instrument might be simplified and accompanied by 

more specific explanation for greater accuracy. It is believed that 

further refining and testing of the rating device would further validate 

the findings. 

It is also believed that findings would be more valid if the same 

person was responsible for student conferences, teacher ratings, and 



helping students achieve the objective of more effective thinking. 

It is believed that this study and the objectives involved are a 

primary step to further exploration in the area of thinking in relation 

to home economics education. Other possible research which would be 

related to, and for which this study might be helpful includes: 

1. An instrument designed to measure the possible important 

behaviors of thinking as related to home economics education. 

2. Direct contact with professional home economics educators to 

obtain specific viewpoints concerning important behaviors of 

thinking. 

3. A study to determine the degree of agreement among home 

economics educators as to important behaviors of thinking. 

4. A refined device to obtain teacher ratings of students' 

tendency to think effectively. 

5. A refined technique to obtain students' opinions as to their 

ability to think effectively. 

6. A study involving teacher, student, and WJCTA ratings in an 

attempt to determine the extent of growth in ability to think 

effectively for a specified time interval. 

7. Attempts to determine methods and techniques of teaching which 

encourage growth in ability to think effectively. 
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TEACHER RATING OF STUDENT'S THINKING BfflAVIORS IN 
HOME EX;ONOMICS EDUCATION 

6o 

rune of Student N~'!le of Rater ~~----~--~------~- -----------~----
EXPLANATION: 

'!he following device is a part of a study attempting to explore 
possible interpretations of scores made on the Watson-Glaser Critical 
'Ihinking Appraisal. 'lhe purpose of this device is to obtain the college 
supervisor's subjective rating of the student's tendency to think 
effectively. This is to be compared with results of the Watson-Glaser 
Test. 

ill papers will be considered confidential. No names will be 
identified in the study. The ratings may be r eturned at your convenience. 

Your help will be sincerely appreciated. 

D~TIONS: 

'lhc following device identifies behaviors which are felt to be 
important in effective thinking. It is hoped that a careful estimate of 
the extent to which the student usually perfoms these behaviors in 
appropriate situations will give an index of her tendency to think 
effectively. These ratings should represent your best estimate of the 
student• s typical behavior as you have observed it within Home Economics 
Education and general situations. 

I. BfflAVIORS OF 1HINKING 
j r: 

Rate each of the four aspects of thinking .s 
0 () 

evaluating the student's typical behavior as compared, i Cl! Cl! ,.. +> <+-i G-1 
to the behaviors identified. Check the over-all 0 (I) (1j Ill Ill 

~ 
•rl b.l ~·M •n 

quality of behaviors by placing a check in the ap- ~ f ~+> +> 
(I) nl r: ~ propriate place. ~ § (I) ~ (I) 

~ 0 s:: (I) s:: 
U) U) :::, >:::, 

COI-lPREHEl.~SION OF PROBLF.l1S 

Is sensitive to problem situations; defines ' 

problems accurately by defining key terms and 
issues; identifies central idea s and value in-
volved; evaluates problem carefully before de-
cidinrr to attemot a solution. 

PLANNING FOR SOWTION OF PROBLEMS 
I 

Evaluates and makes use of present knowledge 
and resour.!es in view of problem to be solved; 
identifies a number of possible solutions to 
problem; attempts to see possible and probable 
consequences of various solutions; recognizes 



TEACHER RA'I'ING OF STUDEl'JT' S THDJKING BEHAVIORS IN 
HOME J:i;;ONOMICS EDUCATION (CONTINUED) 

assumptions ( that part of problem which is taken 
for granted and which may be stated or implied); 
selects tentative solution (hypothesis) T1,rhich 

_ seems the most reasonable .. 

SELEDTION OF PERTINENT rnFORHATIQN 

Recognizes the need for reliable evidence 
and :facts; is adept in :finding and organizing 
:relia.ble data; is able to see da;~'1- in relation
ship to original problem, discarding that which 
is irrelevan·i;; uses good judgment in evaluating 
data as to its sufficiency, reliability, and 
importance to original problem; is constantly 
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aware of the limitations of data. . ..... · ,_ -...---r·--
D~IDING EXTENT TO viHicH PROB1m1s HAVE ;-so1v-;,n I"- · 

Appraises the weight of data in light of 
tentative solutions (hypothesis) and judges tJhether 
or not evidence supports this solution;. recognizes 
various mec:ms of reliable testing of solution; 
draws reasonable conclusions based O!l sound in
quiry and/or testing; recognizes the tenb:'itiveness 
of conclusions and proof; can and does apply 
gffnoral princi,plee and conclv.siom~ ·to other 
anpro,oria te situations. 

II. GENERAL 'rENDEi:lCY TO 'lHINK EFFTIC TIVELY 

It is felt that t.he tendency to do effective 
thinking is more than the sum total of the pre
ceding behaviors. Though it is felt th.ese be-
haviors are important, other factors which seem 

1
. 

to be involved include sufficient knowledge of 
subject matter and attitudes conducive to effec... 1·· 

tive thinking, such as intellectual curiosity, 
ope.t--i-mindedness, desire to do effective t.hinking 
and susoended iudmnent. 
On the basis of your observations 1 how would youl I. 

rate this student in her total tendency to think 
effectivel:v? 



TE.\CP.ER RATil~" OF STUDENT'S TSilJKI',JG BEEAVIORS IN 
HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION (CONTINUED) 

III. COLLIDE SUPERVISOR'S OPINION 

This part of device need be checked only one time by each 
rater. Please circle the appropriate response. 

To wha t degree do you f 0131 thinking a s presented in the 
above device is consistent with your own concept of thinking 
and t.i~e important behaviors involved? 
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Completely To great extent To some extent 

To small extent To no extent 
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